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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This discussion paper is a follow-up to the First Nations Major Project Coalition’s 2019 paper titled *The Role of Indigenous People in Major Project Development: Paths for Indigenous Participation in Electricity Infrastructure*. That paper detailed the rapid rise of Indigenous equity ownership arrangements around the world in energy generation, transmission and distribution sectors. Yet despite this global phenomenon, progress in British Columbia has been slow and challenging.

This Part 2 follow-up paper aims to help enable the increased adoption of Indigenous equity-ownership arrangements by providing a detailed, specific and scalable partnership model, focused on transmission development. In particular, it applies lessons learned from 60 Indigenous and local equity ownership models in the first report to the Kitimat Transmission Line, a hypothetical 16 BC First Nations-initiated 530 km 500kv direct current electricity transmission line from Prince George to Kitimat to service a Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) liquefaction plant. This paper addresses the technical, financial, environmental, legal, political and social aspects of the hypothetical project.

It also details how the principles of the 2007 United Nations Declaration on Indigenous People (UNDRIP) can be leveraged to guide this equity ownership arrangement as well as provide First Nations with important “own source” revenues to enable ongoing advances in Indigenous self-determination and reconciliation for the betterment of BC.

The report highlights four important principles to consider for Indigenous-owned infrastructure projects moving forward:

- Case-specific solutions can be easier to implement – The Kitimat Transmission Line addresses the unique local needs of the LNG industry, by leveraging an existing transmission line corridor, in a way that meets the unique interests of the First Nations in the region. Problem-solving is often easier when focusing on the specific versus the abstract.
- Leverage existing assets and agreements – It is often easier to resolve questions of scope, revenue-sharing and governance within First Nations when those communities have already considered and agreed on those questions in other projects.
- Indigenous access to capital – In order to replicate existing successful Indigenous-owned infrastructure models, a BC Indigenous loan guarantee program similar to the *Ontario Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program* should be initiated by BC.
- Value for the BC taxpayer and ratepayer – First Nations as infrastructure partners could reduce the need for BC Hydro to assume public debt for transmission projects.

BC’s vision of prosperity and opportunity for all will only be achieved when Indigenous peoples are fully included and active participants in the provincial economy.

---


2 *Ontario Financing Authority, Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program*, [https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/](https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/)
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important public policy challenges confronting governments, business and First Nations in Canada is how to meaningfully engage Indigenous people in major infrastructure developments.

There is a growing recognition around the world of both the necessity and benefits of Indigenous involvement in infrastructure developments. Token consultation is no longer enough to ensure a project’s ongoing success. Infrastructure initiatives that realize their fullest potential in maximizing benefits for citizens – Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike – are those where First Nations fully participate as equity owners, managing both the risks and rewards.

Part 1 of this report, released in 2019, detailed this rapid increase of Indigenous-owned energy infrastructure occurring around the world, most notably in New Zealand, the United States, and Canada. It identified 60 projects where Indigenous nations and communities now have some form of equity in long-term, revenue-producing infrastructure like electric generation, transmission and generation facilities in their traditional territories.

Several factors are driving this adoption, including:

- The need for land use certainty for major projects including infrastructure like electricity infrastructure;
- Growing global demand for new sources of renewable energy, including hydro power;
- Indigenous nations’ interest securing long-term “own source” revenue streams.

Yet despite this global phenomenon, Indigenous equity ownership of infrastructure is not yet commonplace in British Columbia. Even where the commitment to Indigenous equity ownership exists, progress is slow and challenging, for a variety of reasons, including the complexity of securing consensus on projects involving multiple First Nations, and of developing a model that meets the unique interests of the Nations, government and project proponents.

To help address this challenge, the First Nations Major Project Coalition Board asked for this report to identify a potential model and approach to enable First Nations become equity owners of electricity transmissions lines in BC.

---

3 Ibid.
This follow-up Part 2 discussion paper aims to:

1. Summarize the benefits of Indigenous infrastructure ownership – specifically in transmission lines – for both the Province and First Nations;
2. Identify guiding principles and an imperative for Indigenous infrastructure ownership in BC, flowing from the 2007 United Nations Declaration on Indigenous People (UNDRIP);
3. Provide added detail on five made-in-Canada examples of Indigenous ownership of transmission lines; and
4. Provide a comprehensive case study on a hypothetical Prince George to Kitimat transmission line as a potential model that could be quickly scaled and leveraged to enable Indigenous ownership.

**BENEFITS OF INDIGENOUS INFRASTRUCTURE OWNERSHIP FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA**

There are a number of significant benefits for the Province of British Columbia to consider that would rapidly flow from accelerating the planning and adoption of Indigenous equity-ownership arrangements:

**Economic Benefits**

Government, business, labour and academic leaders across the political spectrum recognize the vitally important need for land use certainty and First Nations in enabling economic opportunities for all. Stalled progress on a variety of troubled energy projects attest to the growing urgency of fully including Indigenous peoples in the planning, execution and management of projects on their traditional territories. Indigenous ownership in a major project can also reduce legal risks and uncertainty, which are directly linked to capital flight from Canada.

**Legal Benefits**

In the absence of comprehensive treaties, or meaningful progress in joint stewardship and land use agreements, economic investment in BC will remain fraught. Economic certainty stemming from Indigenous equity arrangements will help reduce litigation costs and complexity, and ensure greater legal clarity and progress in concluding land use agreements. Moreover, the adoption of the principles of UNDRIP, as detailed below, will also reduce the fiscal burden on the Governments of BC and Canada, by providing a new “own source” revenue stream for First Nations to help enable capacity-building.

**Environmental Benefits**

In the context of growing rigour and scrutiny from international investors, lenders and regulators with respect to the environmental impacts of major project developments, robust sustainability measures are essential. By actively incorporating the environmental priorities and
guidance of First Nations communities in project planning and execution on their traditional territories, sustainability is enhanced. Good governance yields improved outcomes.

**Political Benefits**

Reconciliation, diversity and inclusion are key enablers of broader political and public policy priorities. Whether it is progress in business, health care, education or social services, the Province’s vision of prosperity and opportunity for all will always be hampered so long as Indigenous peoples are marginalized and unable to fully participate in the provincial economy.

**Social Benefits**

Perhaps the most important consideration of all is the symbiotic interdependence between the health of Indigenous communities and their relationship to their traditional territories. This principle is inherent in the Province’s passage of Bill 41 in November 2019, fulfilling BC’s commitment to become the first province to formally adopt in legislation the UNDRIP.

The following section will explore in greater detail the importance and benefits of these self-determination principles in UNDRIP to driving equity-ownership arrangements in BC.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF UNDRIP**

Not only is Indigenous equity ownership of major projects a critical enabler for BC’s economic and social progress – it is a mandated commitment under the Province’s embracing of UNDRIP.

Adopted in 2007 by 144 nations at the United Nations, and by Canada in 2016, UNDRIP details the individual and collective rights of Indigenous people in a wide range of areas including culture, identity, language, employment, health, and education. The Declaration "emphasizes the rights of Indigenous peoples to maintain and strengthen their own institutions, cultures and traditions, and to pursue their development in keeping with their own needs and aspirations,"

---

and “promotes their full and effective participation in all matters that concern them and their right to remain distinct and to pursue their own visions of economic and social development.”

In addition to BC enshrining UNDRIP into legislation, the federal government has committed to introducing similar enabling legislation in its current mandate.

For many Indigenous people, UNDRIP now frames how they see development and their ability to direct decisions that are supportive of their interests. It focuses Indigenous attention to how Nation-supported development can be applied to advance Nation-defined goals instead of those imposed by host states.

Long-term revenues from Indigenous-owned electric infrastructure could be the beginnings of an Indigenous economy that can fund First Nations to implement UNDRIP-defined self-determination. UNDRIP Article 4 is clear that self-determination includes the “right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as the ways and means for financing their autonomous functions.”

This new self-funded Indigenous economy offers significant benefits for First Nations and the Province alike, including:

- Greater investment certainty and reduced opposition to projects;
- Stable “own source” revenue streams to enable the Indigenous economy;
- Self-sustaining Indigenous governments;
- Ability of First Nations with access to these capital sources to better leverage investment market funds to further invest in provincial economy;
- A new Nation-to-Nation relationship with the Crown as partner;
- In the case of electric generation and transmission specifically, improved Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) rating of BC Hydro; and
- Direct First Nations involvement in the electrification of the province to support broader economic and environmental opportunities, including Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) development.

However, it will also require significant changes to Indigenous governance, as detailed below.

---

7 Ibid.
After the *Indian Act*

One important outcome of Canada adopting UNDRIP is the fundamental incompatibility of the current federal *Indian Act* with the UN Declaration. First enacted in 1880, the *Indian Act* will be superseded by UNDRIP. This is significant, insofar as most *Indian Act*-modeled First Nation governments derive their governance legitimacy from the federal government. Governance decisions are – for the most part – made by Canada and implemented by First Nations.

*Figure 1. Current Indian Act-style First Nations Governance Model*

There are exceptions to the Canada-centric First Nations governance model where some Nations have negotiated self-government agreements over aspects of their internal affairs, but governance legitimacy – and most funding – still rests with Canada.\(^9\)

\(^9\) It is important to note that self-governance is not the same as self-determination. Indigenous self-governance in Canada has been by-and-large the implementation of another government’s policies. Self-determination is the formation and implementation of a government’s own policies.
What form of Indigenous governance should replace the Indian Act model is now actively being discussed among many First Nations.

As these new governance arrangements will have a material impact on major project development in BC, the following section summarizes the principles under discussion.

**Process for new governance models**

In 2018, Indigenous Services Canada engaged the First Nations Financial Management Board (FMB) and the Institute on Governance (IOG) to lead a First Nations examination of good governance practices to assist First Nations seeking to exit the Indian Act.

The result was the *First Nations Governance Project: Phase I Report*, a First Nations-led self-determination and governance resource.\(^\text{10}\)

The report was prepared with input from a national advisory group of Indigenous and governance leaders.\(^\text{11}\) The advisors were tasked with recommending good governance practices for First Nations communities.

The advisors provided insight in four distinct areas:

**UNDRIP**: A transition away from the Indian Act must be grounded in UNDRIP self-determination principles and be informed by an understanding of the history of the Crown-Indigenous relationship from first contact, to the Royal Proclamation of 1763, treaty-making, and past efforts aimed at repairing the relationship such as the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC);

**INTER-RELATED REALITIES**: To support communities transitioning from the Indian Act, a comprehensive and holistic approach is required that recognizes the interaction between governance, community capability, fiscal and government autonomy, and other principles that guide First Nations’ relationships – internally with other communities, and with other levels of government;

**GOVERNANCE**: While good governance is important to transitioning out of the Indian Act, equally important is the advancement of a Nation-to-Nation relationship based on effective and meaningful Crown-Indigenous engagement principles;

---

\(^{10}\) Available online at [www.fnfmb.com](http://www.fnfmb.com) or [https://tinyurl.com/y8sq6sml](https://tinyurl.com/y8sq6sml)

\(^{11}\) *The Role of Indigenous People in Major Project Development: Paths for Indigenous Participation in Electricity Infrastructure*, Page 84.
INCLUSIVE FOR FIRST NATIONS: To be effective, all First Nations must be able to see themselves – including their unique cultural, historic and regional situations – in any self-determination and governance recommendations.

To understand how these governance practices will shape Indigenous equity-ownership projects, a brief explanation of the principles of self-determination is in order.

PRINCIPLES OF SELF-DETERMINATION

The First Nations Governance Report authors reviewed the growing body of scholarship on self-definition, and ultimately drew heavily from the document “Self-Determination and Indigenous Health: Is there a connection?” by Michael Murphy of the University of Northern British Columbia.12

Murphy argues that “self-determination is a capability that can only be realized in common by the members of distinct political community, working together within shared political institutions to determine the laws and policies that will shape their individual and collective futures.”13 His research suggests self-determination, or autonomy, is of particular importance to the health of Indigenous peoples and, by extension, the health of the community itself, in its control and delivery of health services that reflect traditional Indigenous approaches.

While Murphy’s analysis stems from a study of the relationship between community autonomy and health outcomes, it applies more broadly to social, economic, cultural and even environmental health. While Murphy argues that autonomy is the most critical aspect of self-determination, he draws on Self-Determination Theory (SDT) to identify two other critical aspects.

SDT, popularized by Richard Ryan and Edward Dec at the University of Rochester, identifies three innate needs that, if satisfied, allow optimal function and growth:


13 Ibid
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- Competence (or Capacity);
- Relatedness (or Relationships);
- Autonomy.

These needs are seen as universal necessities that are innate, not learned, and are seen in humanity across time, gender and culture.

Deci and Ryan claim that there are three essential elements of the theory:

1. Humans are inherently proactive with their potential and mastering their inner forces (such as drives and emotions);
2. Humans have an inherent tendency toward growth development and integrated functioning; and
3. Optimal development and actions are inherent in humans but they don't happen automatically.

To actualize human inherent potential, humans need nurturing from the social environment. Where this happens, there are positive consequences, such as well-being and growth. Where a nurturing social environment is not present, there are negative consequences. *Humans' natural growth toward positive motivation is thwarted if our basic needs are not fulfilled.*

*Figure 2. Self-Determination Theory* 


Self-Determination Theory is relevant to this discussion because for many Indigenous peoples, identity rests not primarily with the individual, but with a combination of family, clan, community, and nation. Indigenous peoples have consistently maintained that their rights, and identity, are collective in nature, a position confirmed by numerous decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada.\textsuperscript{16} For many Indigenous peoples their identity as an individual is inseparably connected to the community to which that individual belongs.

The collective nature of rights and identity would suggest that First Nation communities are similar to individuals with respect to their innate desire for autonomy, competence (capability), and relatedness (relationships) and that the significance of those relationships are reflected at multiple levels, including community, treaty, and Nation.

In other words, in order for new governance arrangements to truly advance UNDRIP self-determination principles, First Nations must be full and equal partners in defining those arrangements, including their relationships with national and regional governments.

The following section describes how these principles of self-determination apply to Indigenous governance.

**Applying Self-Determination Theory**

i. **Start with the Nation**

Applying the three core components of Self-Determination Theory to First Nations – autonomy, capability and relationships – a new governance model emerges, one that puts the Nation first.

Transforming current Canada-centric top-down governance model to one that is centered on a Nation’s unique culture, traditional values and world view provides the foundation for a governance structure that is more responsive to an Indigenous Nation’s goals and aspirations.

---

ii. **Core Components**

Next, the governance model must build on the foundation of the “Nation first” to ensure it gives effect to the three innate needs identified in SDT:

*Figure 4. Core Components of Self-Determination*

Source: First Nations Financial Management Board
iii. Elements

Building on the three components of self-determination, the elements of Indigenous Nationhood can be added. These include:

- Autonomy → Jurisdiction including **fiscal**
- Relationships → Intra-community, inter-community government and Crown-Indigenous
- Capability → Community well-being and effective governance

*Figure 5. Elements of Self-Determination*

No government – Indigenous or not – is truly self-determining if it is reliant on an external government for financial viability.

The fiscal element is vital to ensuring that an Indigenous Nation can support its self-determination goals and aspirations. It also fulfills UNDRIP Article 4 which states: “Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as **ways and means for financing their autonomous functions.**”

Equity ownership of infrastructure can provide a First Nation with a regular, long-term cash flow that could provide the means to finance UNDRIP-supportive autonomous functions. The
Crown-Indigenous relationship remains as a vital Nation-to-Nation relationship that respects and honours each other in a true Nation-to-Nation, not Nation-to-ward, relationship.

iv. Functions

Core self-determination components and elements are further refined by functions, many of which are already delivered by First Nations.

Each First Nation will have different programs and services, some offered by individual communities, others in conjunction with shared service First Nations organizations, tribal councils, or other parties.

Revenue from equity ownership of infrastructure would be considered own source revenue (OSR), and not be dependent on annual fiscal transfers from other levels of governments.

*Figure 6. Functions of Self-Determination*

While smaller First Nations can’t currently offer all these functions due to their size, aggregated or reconstituted First Nations, or those with inter-Nation shared services agreements, could depending on their desires and objectives. To be a true self-determining government, a nation must deliver all these functions.
v. Capstones

Finally, the self-determination model is capped with mechanisms (autonomy), principles (relationships), community planning and institutional support (capability) that guide a re-imagined First Nation self-determination and governance model.

Figure 7. UNDRIP-Compatible Self-Determination

Each First Nation is unique and will define its own path out of the Indian Act. Some First Nations will choose to pursue their way for their community alone. Others may decide that existing organizations better reflect their aspirations and needs, while some will conclude that a reconstituted vision of membership and jurisdiction is the best way forward.

The framework is meant as a guide, not a fixed template, that will allow First Nations to adapt it to their specific historic, cultural and geographic realities.
COMPATIBILITY WITH UNDRIP

A key part of the advisory group advice was that a re-imagined First Nation self-determination and governance framework must be fully compatible with UNDRIP. When one maps UNDRIP’s 46 articles against the framework, it becomes clear that the framework achieves all of the Declaration’s intent.

Figure 8. UNDRIP Articles

Figure 9. Compatibility with First Nation Self Determination and Governance Framework

Source: First Nations Financial Management Board
FINANCING SELF-DETERMINATION – THE FISCAL COMPONENT OF AUTONOMY

As noted earlier, jurisdiction and fiscal autonomy are essential for any self-determining nation, Indigenous and non-Indigenous. It is impossible for a government at any level to function without sources of revenue to pay for its operation. For First Nations, a multi-generational source of infrastructure revenue will allow Nations to set and fund their self-determination priorities, including the following areas:

- **Culture and language**

  UNDRIP Article 11

  Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artifacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature.

  UNDRIP Article 12

  Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, practices, develop and teach their spiritual and religious traditions, customs and ceremonies; the right to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy to their religious and cultural sites; the right to the use and control of their ceremonial objects; and the right to the repatriation of their human remains.

- **Education and media**

  UNDRIP Article 14

  Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.

  UNDRIP Article 16

  Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in their own languages and to have access to all forms of non-indigenous media without discrimination.
• Economic, social & health improvements

UNDRIP Article 20

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities.

UNDRIP Article 21

Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.

States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social conditions. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities.

UNDRIP Article 23

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for exercising their right to development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to be actively involved in developing and determining health, housing and other economic and social programmes affecting them and, as far as possible, to administer such programmes through their own institutions.

• Inclusion in revenue from traditional territories

UNDRIP Article 26

Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.

Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
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• *Development priorities*

UNDRIP Article 32

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources.

• *Self-governance*

UNDRIP Article 34

Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs, in accordance with international human rights standards.

• *Financial assistance for implantation of self-determination (UNDRIP #39)*

UNDRIP Article 39

Indigenous peoples have the right to have access to financial and technical assistance from States and through international cooperation, for the enjoyment of the rights contained in this Declaration.

Meanwhile, for non-Indigenous governments, the benefits include:

• *Fulfillment of UNDRIP Bill 41 – Especially Articles 3, 4, 26 and 32*

UNDRIP Article 3

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

UNDRIP Article 4

Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their autonomous functions.
UNDRI P Article 26

Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.

UNDRI P Article 32

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources.

INDIGENOUS-OWNED ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION INFRASTRUCTURE – EXAMPLES

Having examined the self-determination “best practices” for Indigenous governance models, we can now consider specific examples of equity-ownership arrangements in electricity transmission projects that begin to give effect to these principles.

Building on the 60 Indigenous and local community equity ownership projects around the world identified in Part 1 of this paper, the following case studies in this section provide selected Canadian examples of Indigenous ownership of electricity transmission infrastructure.

The aim of examining these is to then highlight a specific, scalable, made-in-BC hypothetical model for how Indigenous infrastructure ownership could be more quickly and easily enabled in electricity transmission.

Figure 10. Electric Power System

Source: United States Department of Energy.¹⁷
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i. Alberta PowerLine (Alberta)

“Alberta PowerLine exemplifies a new model for Canada and showcases how industry and Indigenous communities can work together to develop energy infrastructure that benefits all stakeholders.”

- Siegfried Kiefer, President & Chief Executive Officer, CU and President, ATCO


The Alberta PowerLine project is a 508 km long, 500 kV AC transmission line which runs from Wabamun to Fort McMurray, Alberta. It is the longest of its kind in Canada and was financed in part through the largest public-private partnership bond in Canadian history. The line was energized in March 2019. That same year, Canadian Utilities Limited (CU) and its partner Quanta Service, Inc. signed a deal to sell the line for approximately $300 million and the assumption of $1.4 billion of debt.

“By taking partial ownership of this critical piece of infrastructure, we have become direct participants in Alberta’s energy sector. We know this is a valuable investment for our community and our people that will bring economic development and provide long-term benefits for generations to come.”

- Chief Silas Yellowknee, Bigstone Cree Nation
It was decided internally that a combined 40% of the equity in the project would be made available by CU to Indigenous communities along the line. Agreements were made first with a consortium comprised of Greystone Infrastructure Fund and IST3 Investment Foundation, and the 40% equity interest was subsequently offered to Indigenous communities identified by CU by way of an option process. Of these, seven communities decided to engage in the deal and were also able to secure financing for their respective investments, which resulted in the full 40% equity interest offered being acquired: Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation, Bigstone Cree Nation, Gunn Métis Local 55, Mikisew Cree First Nation, by way of its business arm, the Mikisew Group of Companies, Paul First Nation, Sawridge First Nation and Sucker Creek First Nation.

The line will continue to be operated by ATCO Electric, a CU affiliate, and owners will be paid regular, stable distributions from Alberta PowerLine through a 35-year tariff agreement with the AESO. For the seven Indigenous communities, this creates a steady source of own-source revenue over the course of several generations, thereby increasing their autonomy and improving the capability to administer initiatives to improve community wellbeing.
ii. **NextBridge East-West Tie Line Transmission Project (Ontario)**

The East-West Tie Transmission Line (EWT) is a 450 km long, 230 kV double-circuit project which parallels an existing line between the Wawa Transformer Station and the Lakehead Transformer Station near Thunder Bay, Ontario, with a connection midway along the route in Marathon. However, unlike the existing line, the EWT will go around the Pukashwa National Park.

*Figure 11. Map - NextBridge East-West Tie Line Transmission Project*

![Map source: NextBridge](http://www.nextbridge.ca/)

The project crosses the territories of six First Nations – the Michipicoten First Nation, Netmizaaggamig Nishnaabeg (Pic Mobert First Nation), Biigtigong Nishnaabeg (Ojibways of the Pic River First Nation), Pays Plat First Nation, Red Rock Indian Band, and Fort William First Nation. These Nations are involved in the EWT through an entity called the Bamkushwada Limited Partnership (BLP) which holds 20% equity ownership in the line. They also own Supercom Industries, a commercial organization which is responsible for training and employment of First Nations on EWT project procurement, while also providing opportunities for their members and Community Contractors to work on the project with the goal of maximizing First Nation involvement. Through this initiative several hundred Indigenous people

---


have been graduated in skilled and semi-skilled positions related to transmission line construction.

Nextbridge Infrastructure (a partnership between affiliates of Enbridge, NextEra Energy Canada and OMERS Infrastructure) is working with Valard Construction and Supercom Industries on the project, which will ensure the long-term reliability of electricity for primarily industrial activity in Northwestern Ontario.24

After Nextbridge was awarded the development contract by the Ontario Energy Board -- through a competitive process -- Valard was selected to provide project management and construction services. Supercom Industries had already been created at this stage and provided a united and formal front for consultation with the First Nations involved in the project, as well as further coordination for the construction phase. A participation agreement was executed between Supercom and Valard to ensure substantial economic participation and benefits to the First Nations. The agreement includes certain activities performed by Supercom’s joint venture partners that represent approximately 20-30% of the total construction costs. All the proceeds accumulated by Supercom at the end of the project will be transferred back to the six participant First Nations to assist them with the equity purchase.

Supercom’s success started with the initial funding sourced from a wide variety of locations, including Indigenous Services Canada, the Ontario Energy Board, Nextbridge and Valard.

____________

iii. Wataynikaneyap Power (Ontario)

Wataynikaneyap Power LP (WPLP) is a licensed transmission company equally owned by 24 First Nations communities (51%), in partnership with Fortis Ontario Inc. (Fortis) and other private investors (49%).

Figure 12. Map - Wataynikaneyap Power Transmission Lines


The project will involve the construction of approximately 1,800 km of transmission lines in Northwestern Ontario in order to connect 17 remote communities to the grid, thereby reducing their reliance on diesel generation. Pikangikum First Nation was the first community to be energized by the project, and was connected in December of 2018, while the remaining work is scheduled for completion in 2023 at a total cost of $1.9 billion.  

Indigenous Ownership of Electric Transmission Lines: A Case Study

Once the project has been in operation for 25 years, the 24 First Nations involved in the project will be able to exercise the option to purchase the remaining 49% of the project equity.27 28

The initial funding for the First Nations involved in the project was established through non-repayable grants from Indigenous Services Canada (ISC), which was then called INAC. The Government of Ontario also contributed through its Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program, which is described Appendix A.

The Pikangikum section of the line was initially built at a distribution voltage of 44kV and was funded by the INAC Minor Capital funding stream. It will be upgraded to transmission voltage of 115kV in 3 to 4 years, once it is possible to connect communities north of Pikangikum. The early development costs for the project were partly covered by a Deferral Account held with the Ontario Energy Board (OEB).29 The OEB Deferral Account does not cover any of the start-up or partnership formation costs for the WPLP, but the development costs for the project subsequent to partnership formation will be recovered from the rate base once the company begins collecting revenue.

During project development, on-going funding will also be provided by ISC to account for the considerable avoided cost of the diesel which had previously powered community generators. This funding will be unlocked as each community comes online. The project will significantly decrease the financial and social costs of diesel generation, and will create nearly $900 million in socio-economic benefits including avoiding the emission of over 6.6 million tonnes of CO2 (equivalent), improving the health of community members, and creating the opportunity for an estimated 769 jobs and further economic growth in the region. The WPLP envisions the transmission lines eventually connecting to planned mines and other industrial users in their traditional territories.

The administration of projects and programs for Wataynikaneyap Power relating to community engagement, community readiness, education & training, business readiness, stakeholder engagement, communications, and capacity building is conducted by Opiikapawiin Services LP (OSLP). OSLP will also support the FNLP in the management of its investment in Wataynikaneyap Power, which includes raising equity for the First Nations interest in the transmission project.30

Officers of the WPLP are appointed by both Fortis and the First Nations Limited Partnership (FNLP), and can be appointed internally or externally based on job requirements and available resources. Fortis has provided many key personnel for technical and management roles, and will continue to provide expertise throughout the construction and operation of the project.

*Figure 13. Ownership Structure of Wataynikaneyap Power*

Source: Wataynikaneyap Power.\(^ {31} \)

iv.  **Bruce to Milton Transmission Line (Ontario)**

In 2013, the Saugeen Ojibway First Nation (SON) signed an agreement to purchase a 30% ownership interest in a 500 kV, 180 km transmission line which runs through their territory between Bruce and Milton in Ontario. The line is owned by the B2M Limited Partnership, which is owned by the SON Finance Corporation and B2M GP Inc., a subsidiary of Hydro One. The SON Finance Corporation is jointly owned by the Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation and the Chippewas of Nawash First Nation.

![Figure 14. Map – Bruce to Milton Transmission Line](image)

The equity interest held by the SON FC was valued at $72 million at the time of the deal, and the required capital was raised from financial lending institutions guaranteed by the Province of Ontario’s Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program.

---


Since it was energized in June 2012, the line has been used to transport power generated by large-scale construction of wind and solar energy farms, and may also be used for two idled nuclear generating units in Bruce should they return to service. The line is operated and maintained by Hydro One Networks.34

Although proud of the groundbreaking nature of the agreement, lawyer and former Saugeen Chief Kahgee said he is most pleased about the lasting legacy created for his people. “The good thing is that it’s a sustainable benefit,” he said. “This is something my grandchildren and my great-grandchildren will drive a benefit from. As long as that line is there, there will be something flowing to the communities.”35


35 Ibid.
v. Kingsvale Electricity (BC)

The Kingsvale transmission line is a $25 million, 24km, 138kV route designed to connect Trans Mountain’s existing Kingsvale pump station, as well as a new Kingsvale pump station, to the BC Hydro distribution line as part of the Trans Mountain Expansion Project.

Figure 15. Kingsvale Pump Station

The line is owned by Shulus Electricity Transmission LP, of which the Lower Nicola Indian Band Development Corporation (LNIBDC) owns 55%, while Valard Construction owns 45%. LNIBDC is in contract with Trans Mountain Canada Inc. to construct, maintain, and operate the line for 20 years, with the potential to renew the contract for an additional 20 years. The line will be energized in June of 2020.

---

Indigenous Ownership of Electric Transmission Lines: A Case Study

This will be the first electricity transmission line to be constructed, majority-owned, operated, maintained and financed by an Indigenous group in Canada. This project will provide valuable economic benefits to the Lower Nicola Indian Band.”

Kevin Ainsworth, General Manager, LNIBDC

Institutional financing for the project was led by the Alberta Treasury alongside other major financial institutions. The construction contract with Valard included provisions for employment and contracting opportunities for LNIB members, and the ongoing operations and maintenance contract will provide steady revenue for the Band. This contract is structured similarly to a power utility's base rate, with the investment costs built into base rate for electricity.

37 Ibid.
A HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY – KITIMAT TRANSMISSION LINE

Inspired by First Nations-ownership of infrastructure projects elsewhere in the country, BC MPC members identified the Kitimat Transmission Line as a promising hypothetical case study on how multiple BC First Nations could work together to secure ownership of a major transmission line.

The current BC Hydro 287 kV transmission line that services the region is insufficient to provide the amount of power required by a BC LNG plant and will need to be upgraded or replaced.  

The Kitimat Transmission Line, initially described in the first MPC report, is a 530 km, $1.8 billion, 1,000 MW, ±500 kV bi-pole transmission line project that would provide power to the proposed Chevron-Woodside liquid natural gas (LNG) facility in Kitimat, BC. The Kitimat LNG facility is designed as an all-electric operation using clean hydro-electric power to produce 18 million tonnes of LNG per annum (6.0 MTPA/train).

The proposed transmission line would connect to existing north-south BC Hydro lines near Prince George.

Why this project?

This project was chosen as a hypothetical case study for the following reasons:

Existing First Nation commercial structure: The majority of the project impacted 16 First Nations have an existing commercial partnership in the form of the Pacific Trails Pipeline (PTP) First Nations Limited Partnership (FNLP) (http://bcfnlp.ca/). FNLP is $500 million+ commercial partnership by and for First Nations who, together, negotiated and concluded a commercial benefits agreement regarding the Pacific Trail Pipelines (PTP) project, a proposed 480-kilometre pipeline designed to transport natural gas from Summit Lake, British Columbia, to proposed Kitimat LNG export terminal in Kitimat. Chevron Canada Limited (Chevron) and Woodside Petroleum (Woodside) jointly own the proposed PTP Project. FNLP’s 16 member First Nations include Haisla, Kitselas, Lax Kw’alaams, Lheidli T’enneh, McLeod Lake, Metlakatla, Moricetown (Witset), Nadleh Whut’en, Nak’azdli, Nee Tah Buhn, Saik’uz, Skin Tyee, Stellat’en, Ts’il Kaz Koh, West Moberly and Wet’suwet’en.


39 The Role of Indigenous People in Major Project Development: Paths for Indigenous Participation in Electricity Infrastructure, pg. 29-30.

Resolved shared/overlapping traditional territories issues: The 16 First Nations FNLP commercial partnership includes an internal agreement that resolves uncertainty over shared/overlapping traditional territories. Each of the 16 First Nations has agreed – for the purposes of the FNLP – to a fixed land interest percentage along the entire 530 km project route. This agreement resolves the commercial uncertainty of operating in shared/overlapping unceded territories.

Strong interest from impacted First Nations: MPC is aware of up to 16 First Nations who would be impacted by the transmission line. In 2018, MPC secured letters of interest from the majority of its members who are impacted by the project, mandating the organization to undertake feasibility work. The Coalition reached out to other non-MPC member impacted First Nations through the above mentioned 16 First Nation FNLP. MPC presented the First Nations with information on the long-term revenue, employment and commercial opportunities available via ownership of the transmission line. MPC members during the 2018 outreach are: Kitselas, Lax Kw’alaams, Lheidli T’enneh, Nadleh Whut’en, Nak’azdli, Saik’uz, Skin Tyee, Stellat’en, Ts’il Kaz Koh, and Whut’en. Additional First Nations impacted by the project have since joined MPC include: Nee Tah Buhn, Wet’suwet’en First Nation, and Witset. Outreach to non-MPC member First Nations in 2018 included: Haisla, Metlakatla, McLeod Lake, and West Moberly.

Clean energy customer: In order to meet provincial carbon emission targets, Chevron-Woodside has re-engineered the Kitimat LNG plant liquefaction units to run exclusively on clean hydro generated electricity. Previous iterations of the Kitimat LNG facility included an option to generate electricity onsite by using natural gas-fueled generators.

Meets provincial clean energy targets: The transmission lines would allow the LNG facility to use clean hydroelectric power instead of greenhouse gas (GHG) intensive natural gas-fired power plants to produce LNG. The construction of the two transmission lines will ensure that BC LNG will be the cleanest LNG in the world in terms of GHG per unit.

Interested finance partners: The financial partners of other Indigenous-commercial electricity transmission line ventures in Canada have expressed strong interest in financing a possible Kitimat transmission line project. Several of the financial partners have mentioned that having 100% of the impacted First Nations already in a commercial structure that removes land use questions is extremely important to the success of project. Additionally, the project appears to qualify for Infrastructure Bank of Canada funding.

Follows successful Indigenous-commercial transmission line project model: The impacted 16 First Nations, with the assistance of MPC, have been in discussions with the First Nations, proponents, legal teams and financial partners of the previously highlighted transmission line projects to learn and replicate best practices.
**BC Government commitment to UNDRIP Bill 41**: BC Bill 41 commits the provincial government to “… take all measures necessary to ensure the laws of British Columbia are consistent with the Declaration.” As noted earlier in this report, facilitating First Nations fiscal autonomy is essential to implementing UNDRIP self-determination.

**KITIMAT TRANSMISSION LINE**

In 2018 MPC and Anbaric Development Partners (‘Anbaric’) began collaboration on a pre-feasibility report for the Kitimat Transmission Line Project. The line considered was a 1,000 megawatt (MW), ±500 kilovolt (kV) bi-pole electric transmission line linking Prince George and Kitimat. The prospective anchor customers for the project are LNG Canada, Kitimat LNG, BC Hydro and Rio Tinto Alcan, with potential future customers in other industries.

The jointly produced report contains a proposed selection of technologies, a methodology for route selection, preliminary findings on constructability, and pathways towards permitting, as well as the project business case, risk assessment, and general assumptions.

The following selected information is shared to highlight how a project proponent and BC First Nations could work together to implement a transmission line.  

**NOTE:** The pre-feasibility study was conducted under the assumption that the Kitimat LNG facilities would be powered primarily via on-site natural gas-powered generators. As such, the transmission line electricity demand was forecast to be up to 3 TWh, which is below the threshold for project viability. On April 3, 2019, Kitimat LNG announced that their liquefaction plant would be a 100% electric facility increasing the potential electricity demand up to 6.5 TWh which is the threshold for transmission line viability.

**Technical Details**

The modelled scenario is a 1,000 MW, ±500 kV bi-pole DC transmission line with converter stations located at the Williston substation in Prince George and another in the greater Kitimat area, possibly at the Minette substation. A DC transmission line is used as a base case due to the desire to have a controllable asset, without the requirement for series compensation, and the increased ease of delivery of highly reliable power directly into the Kitimat area.

---


42 This pre-feasibility information is shared with the approval of both parties.

The transmission line comprises two phases of conductor (aluminum conductor steel reinforced – ACSR) in a two or three-bundle configuration supported on steel towers for the roughly 500km length from Williston to Kitimat. The towers vary in height but are generally in the order of 50 metres tall. They will utilize an overhead dedicated metallic return (two wires) above the conductors, in order to shield the conductors from lightning strikes and eliminate DC earth currents; thereby precluding any impact on existing facilities such as buried pipelines or railroads. There are two technology options to be considered for the converter stations, which are similar in cost. They are line commutated converter (LCC) or voltage source converter (VSC) stations. A technology which suits the system efficiency, power rating, and capital cost of the project will have to be selected.

The design and layout of the line will be carried out in accordance with all applicable legislation, standards, and codes (e.g., CSA C22.3, NO. 1-15 entitled Overhead Systems, and Technical Safety BC requirements). As an example, these standards specify such items as area-specific wind and ice loads to be applied to the design of the towers to ensure structural stability, and to the layout of the conductors to meet both vertical and horizontal clearances to the ground (e.g., vertical distance from the location/sag of the conductor under both maximum ice loadings, or maximum electrical loads to various categories of roads and railway crossings).

Routing
Three potential routing options were identified by a desktop study;

- Follow the existing BC Hydro 500 kV line that connects Prince George at the Williston Substation to the Kitimat area. Construction of the transmission line along an already existing transmission route yields many benefits as opposed to a new route, including a reduced environmental impact since less vegetation needs to be cleared from the path. From Skeena the line could run parallel to the existing 287 kV line from Terrace to Kitimat or could run on the west side of the valley on the route proposed by BC Hydro for the Coastal Transmission Line.
- Follow the existing 500 kV line from Prince George west until the proposed Coastal Gaslink pipeline (TransCanada) or the proposed Pacific Trails Pipeline (Chevron). From that point, the transmission line could be co-located with the pipeline infrastructure and be routed into the Kitimat area (this avoids routing via Terrace).
- Follow the existing 500 kV line from Prince George west until the existing Pacific Northern Gas Line (owned by AltaGas). From that point follow parallel to the Pacific Northern Gas line to Terrace and then follow the branch line to the Kitimat area.

Further technical, environmental, and social impact studies will be necessary to confirm these routing options, or sub-sets thereof. First Nations traditional knowledge, commercial considerations, and the accessibility of the aforementioned rights-of-way will be vital factors in the decision-making process.
Grid Impact Studies & Technical Permitting Requirements

The impact on the existing BC Hydro electrical grid must be considered, since the proposed transmission line connects to that grid. The proposed line would likely be subject to BC Hydro tariffs and regulations, specifically Tariff Supplement 87 (Agreement for Customers with an Indirect Interconnection to the BC Hydro System Taking Electricity Under and Applicable Rate Schedule) and Supplement 88 (Agreement for New Transmission Service Customers with an Indirect Connection to the BC Hydro System). The Proponent would have to apply to BC Hydro for studies to assess the impact of the proposed line on the existing grid. The application process includes the following steps:

1. Conceptual Review (optional)
2. Feasibility Study (optional)
3. System Impact Study: Identifies the facilities required and provides order of magnitude cost estimate of these facilities. The scope of this study varies depending on the strength of the existing system and the complexities of the proposed connection. BC Hydro would provide a cost estimate for these studies prior to the work being undertaken. BC Hydro advises that a typical timeline is six to nine
months for a System Impact Study report, and approximately three to four months for the System Impact Study to Facilities Study transition.

4. Facilities Study: Confirms the preferred interconnection option and identifies more detailed technical requirements. At the completion of this study BC Hydro would provide a refined implementation cost estimate. BC Hydro would provide a cost estimate for these studies prior to the work being undertaken. BC Hydro advises that a typical timeline would average six to nine months, although the size and complexity of a project could extend that timeline.

5. Implementation: BC Hydro implements the interconnection work, including detailed design, procurement, construction, and commissioning. The proponent must make a full financial commitment before implementation work can begin.

A connection of a 10 MW generating plant to the BC Hydro grid cost in the order of $100,000 and required two years for the System Impact Study, which serves to illustrate the cost and timelines involved in this process. The proposed Project would probably cost $1 million or more and require several years in the study process.

Clearing and Construction
The right-of-way must be cleared prior to construction of the transmission line; which also includes constructing the main access roads. Clearing boundaries are determined by qualified foresters, marked in the field and reflected on covered drawings. These drawings, and other requirements (e.g. areas of hand-clearing only, disposal of timber and burning of slash, ecologically sensitive areas, schedule constraints to mitigate impacts on wildlife) are included in contract documents for clearing.

The actual construction of the transmission line follows, and includes;

- **Foundation Installation** – depending on the type of tower used at a particular site, the foundations usually consist of steel grillages, concrete foundations or rock anchors. Pile foundations are usually required in swampy areas. Equipment used in foundation installation would typically include backhoes and rock drills, depending on access constraints.

- **Tower Erection** – the tower material is delivered to each site, with the towers assembled in sections and erected by crane. If the site is helicopter-access only, the tower sections are assembled off-site and flown to the sites by helicopter and erected.

- **Conductor Installation** – wheel-like devices called travellers are attached to the bottom of each insulator string near the top of each tower. A helicopter, flying along the line, places a continuous wire through each traveller. That wire is attached to large pieces of equipment (called a puller and a tensioner), usually located about 3 – 5 km apart, and is used to pull the conductor, under tension, through the travellers. The correct tension and resulting conductor sag are calculated, and the travellers removed.
Construction of the proposed line will require a significant workforce and create many jobs around the project area. Many aspects of the construction; particularly access road construction, right-of-way clearing, and foundation installation; will present significant opportunities for local employment.

**Schedule for Permitting and Construction**
The following section presents two sample timelines from previous BC Hydro projects, from inception to in-service. The Northwest Transmission Line and the Nicola-Meridian Transmission Line were examined.

**Northwest Transmission Line Case Example**
BC Hydro’s 287 kV Northwest Transmission Line is a 344km line from the Skeena substation near Terrace to a new substation near Bob Quinn Lake, generally following Highway 37. Key dates include the following;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project description submitted to provincial Environmental Assessment Office</td>
<td>May 27th, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate (EAC) submitted</td>
<td>April 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC issued</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for Qualifications for construction contractors issued</td>
<td>Fall 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design/build construction contract issued</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-service</td>
<td>Summer 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is assumed that public consultation, and agreements with various First Nations began prior to 2007, which means that the overall time frame from inception to in-service must have been seven to eight years. It should be noted that this project was exempt, by BC Government direction, from a review by the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC). Accordingly, BC Hydro was not required to apply to the BCUC for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN). This application and regulatory review would likely have required a public hearing and this would have added to the overall timeframe.

**Nicola-Meridian Transmission Line Case Example**
This 500 kV line from Nicola Substation near Merritt to the Meridian Substation in Coquitlam came into service in the fall of 2015, and generally ran parallel to an existing 500 kV transmission line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Draft Terms of Reference for an EAC submitted</td>
<td>June 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate (EAC) submitted</td>
<td>November 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC issued</td>
<td>June 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application to BCUC for CPCN</td>
<td>November 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPCN issued</td>
<td>August 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design/build construction contract issued</td>
<td>Late 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-service</td>
<td>Late 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming public consultation and agreements with First Nations prior to 2007, the overall timeframe was likely to be eight to nine years. As this requirement may be necessary for the Project, it is expected that a similar timeframe could be expected for the Project.

Financial Details

This section presents selected high-level financial and economic analysis of the Project as laid out in the pre-feasibility report, as well as the associated development risks and further areas of study. As the report is now almost three years old, the capital cost information will need to be updated.

Project Financial Model

The vision for the financing of the Project involves the creation of a special purpose vehicle transmission corporation (“SPV” or “TransCo”) that would be jointly held by the Project Communities, a joint venture partner, and a major Canadian institutional investment fund (“CIIF”). The TransCo would be structured to benefit from various sources of funds for the development, commercial financing, construction, commissioning and operations phases. The TransCo would collect revenues via a tariff that would be collected on quantities of energy shipped over the transmission line. These revenues will pay down debt associated with the project, sustain operations of the asset, and create a return on investment for the Proponent. The following assumptions were used to derive an understanding of the overall viability of the Project’s financial model.

Capital structure, anticipated debt financing terms and available equity sources

Development funding available from third-party sources

The province’s CleanBC program has been identified as a major source of potential funding for First Nations to help advance early-phase development work. This funding would represent an early-phase, at-risk capital contribution on behalf of First Nations.

---

44 The institutional investment fund has requested their name not be used in this report.
First Nations entities
The First Nations Finance Authority is viewed as a resource during the commercial financing phase. The FNFA can assist in preparing a bond issuance or other financial instrument which will assist Project Communities in engaging with the Canada Infrastructure Bank and commercial lenders to drive forward the Project.

Canada Infrastructure Bank
The Canada Infrastructure Bank can help with the financing of the equity role of First Nations during the development process, which will in turn help the Proponent during the commercial financing phase, once a proper mandate is received from the Project Communities.

Equity investment from Project Communities
The Project Communities may invest their own equity into the Project. MPC has indicated that there are existing sources of equity for some of the Project Communities.

Required contracted power transmission price ($/MWh) and contract term required to make the Project economically feasible
An energy tariff of $10/MWh from BC Hydro would produce a blended rate in the $40/MWh range. Chevron may have valid commercial reasons to proceed at an above-market price.

Assessment of Marketplace Opportunities

Global LNG Market
A 2017 white paper conducted by ESAI Energy LLC stated that by 2025 a new “wave of LNG liquefaction will be needed as demand catches up and then exceeds supply.” The white paper finds that this bodes well for “integrated projects backstopped by large project sponsors with strong balance sheets or small floating projects both focused on developing stranded gas reserves.” BC’s relative proximity to Asian markets and recent, large upstream investments by global LNG players in the Montney and Horn River basins create a strong case for further downstream investments in liquefaction facilities.

LNG Canada
The positive final investment decision by the LNG Canada consortium, led by Shell Canada, presents evidence of the viability of the large-scale liquefaction industry in BC. The ancillary power needs of LNG Canada will be in the range of 2TWh per year. LNG Canada CEO, Andy Calitz announced at an industry event in November that 100MW of this load (or about .75TWh) is already under contract with BC Hydro, although no public documentation exists on the
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matter. There have not been any announcements around the electrification of the liquefaction ‘drive-trains’ at the LNG Canada site, and none are expected as the plants are now under construction.

Kitimat LNG
If the Kitimat LNG project, led by Chevron Canada, also makes a positive final investment decision, the aggregate, annual firm energy requirement for ancillary power at the site will reach roughly .8TWh. A shift to electrified drive trains at Kitimat LNG could create as much as 6.5TWh of load in the Kitimat area.46

BC Hydro
BC Hydro is a prospective customer for reliability purposes. The existing 500kV AC transmission system terminating at the Skeena substation faces reliability challenges and will not be able to shoulder a dramatic increase in demand in the Kitimat area that will be caused by both LNG facilities coming online. A more robust supply into the Kitimat area will alter the energy flows on the existing AC line, unlocking the value of this asset for BC Hydro. With this said, with engaging in commercial discussions it is hard to predict for how much power BC Hydro would contract if the Project comes online.

Rio Tinto Alcan
Rio Tinto Alcan produces 896MW of power at its Kemano Dam facility in order to power its smelting operations in Kitimat. With access to grid power, Alcan may contract for capacity and/or energy that will allow it to more flexibly trade power with the BC Grid and/or export surpluses via BC Hydro’s trading arm, Powerex, while maintaining its aluminium production levels. This project may be very valuable to the company, but again, it is hard to predict for how much power they would likely contract if the Project comes online.

Other customers
Kitimat’s continued industrial expansion may provide long-term value to the project, but no clear target customers exist in the region yet. Mining, methanol, and hydrogen production ventures have been proposed for the region by various parties, and all of these are energy intensive industries.

Prince Rupert
The Port of Prince Rupert has grown rapidly in the last decade because of trade with Asia. The Port has an ambitious growth strategy and is poised to attract industrial activity from a wide range of sectors. The Port itself is a potential customer for power, as BC’s ambitious CleanBC strategy will compel the electrification of such major industrial hubs. If the Project were to move ahead in the development process, the Proponent should investigate the economics of expanding the transmission system into a multiterminal system that would service Prince Rupert.

Ontario’s Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program (ALGP)
The ALGP is administered by the Ontario Financing Authority in order to support Aboriginal participation in green energy projects, including transmission, solar, wind, and hydroelectric generation. The program “provides a Provincial guarantee for a loan to an Aboriginal corporation to purchase up to 75 per cent of an Aboriginal corporation’s equity in an eligible project, to a maximum of $50 million”, and is available only to corporations which are wholly-owned by Aboriginal communities.

The ALGP is an example of the type of innovative financial program which could be used to promote Indigenous self-determination in British Columbia.

Summary commercial case and key questions for future study/consideration
In order to be ‘in the ballpark’ financially speaking, upwards of 6.5TWh of demand is required. An announcement around e-drive liquefaction units in Kitimat would change the financial picture of the Project.

According to a white paper produced by Clean Energy BC, a medium sized LNG facility similar to Kitimat LNG would require 750MW of capacity and would consume as much as 6,390 GWh/year.

---

47 Overview of the Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program (ALGP). Ontario Financing Authority, www.ofina.on.ca/algp/program/overview.htm
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Environmental Overview

This section looks at the environmental assessment (EA) process and projected environmental impacts, highlights associated risks and proposes areas for future study.

Assessment Process

Construction of the proposed transmission line will require vegetation clearing in the right-of-way (ROW), installation of access roads, tower foundation installation, erection of towers, installation of conductors, and restoration after completion of construction. Once the transmission line is operational, vegetation clearing will be required periodically to maintain clearance from the line.

The anticipated environmental effects of the proposed project must be assessed for significance in an EA under the BC Environmental Assessment Act (BC EAA 2002). Additional permits will be required for a subset of the surveys required to inform the EA as well as for salvage operations that may be required prior to construction. More details are provided below.

Regulatory requirements

Provincial

The project meets the requirements in the Reviewable Projects Regulation of British Columbia's Environmental Assessment Act, thus a provincial EA Certificate (EAC) is required before project construction and operation can occur. It should be noted that Bill C-51 – 2018, which proposes changes to the BC Environmental Assessment Act has passed and is anticipated to come into force in late 2019. As it currently stands, the length of time required to navigate BC EA process varies from project to project and can be expected to take two to four years to navigate from start to finish. This estimate is based on the amount of time needed for the following components of an EA, as follows:

1. Preliminary discussions with the BC Environmental Assessment Office (BC EAO) and First Nations;
2. Development of Project Description and Application Information Requirements;
3. Completion of baseline studies, with consideration of seasonal restrictions upon when certain baseline studies can occur (e.g., breeding bird surveys limited to spring/summer);
4. Amount of time required to develop an EAC application document; and
5. Government time limits for review and public comment periods built into the process.

As an example, the Project Description for the BC Hydro’s Northwest Transmission Line was submitted in May 2007. The application for an EAC for the project was submitted in April 2010 and the Certificate was awarded in February 2011, almost four years after the Project Description was submitted. As another example, the Project Description for the BC Hydro
Interior to Lower Mainland Transmission Reinforcement Project was submitted in March 2007, and the project received its EAC in June 2009, 28 months after their Project Description was submitted. The Coastal Gaslink Pipeline, a linear infrastructure project in northern BC, took two years from the date it entered the Environmental Assessment Process (October 2012) to the date it received its EA Certificate (October 2014).

It is important to note that the above examples do not include the amount of time required to initiate preliminary discussions with the BC EAO or First Nations, develop a Project Description (as that information is not publicly available), or additional permitting that may be required prior to beginning project site preparation (vegetation clearing) and construction (see Other Legislation section below).

An estimated environmental permitting timeline for the proposed transmission line is shown in Appendix C. The timeline is based on current BC EA legislation and could change if the EA process is not started before the new legislation comes into effect.

**Federal**

**Canadian Environmental Assessment Act**

*NOTE: The pre-feasibility study was completed under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012). This federal act was replaced in 2019 by the Impact Assessment Act.*

The Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012 define what projects trigger the need for a federal EA. These regulations state that transmission lines meeting or exceeding length and voltage thresholds (375kV and 75km) require an EA if they are also regulated by the National Energy Board (NEB). Because the transmission line does not cross interprovincial or international borders and thus would not be regulated under the National Energy Board, it does not trigger a federal EA. However, new impact assessment legislation to replace CEAA 2012 has recently been tabled (Bill C-69) and if adopted may change the requirements for federal impact assessment.

**Fisheries Act**

Permits are required for collection of fish as required for baseline data collection (for the EA), and for pre-construction fish salvage if construction will affect fish habitat when fish are present in effected watercourses.

A Request for Review of the predicted project impacts is required and may lead to the need for an Authorization if the project is anticipated to cause serious harm to fish. There is no time limit for the Request for Review Process and the timeline for an Authorization application to be processed is up to 150 days.
New legislation has been tabled to replace the 2012 Fisheries Act (Bill C-68) and if adopted may change the requirements for fish and fish habitat protection and permitting.

Species at Risk Act
This Act protects species designated in Schedule 1 of the Act and permitting is required if effects to species at risk or their critical habitat are anticipated.

First Nations
The MPC is in the process of finalizing two ‘road map’ documents for project developers, which will help ensure proper and timely engagement of First Nations communities along the route, whether or not they are participating in the Project’s development.

Environmental Stewardship Framework
The Environmental Stewardship Framework describes six areas of service that the Environmental Stewardship Technical Team (ESTT) of the FNMPC can offer to member First Nations. The document provides some insight into areas where First Nations have experienced a lack of capacity to properly participate in the EA process in the past and where opportunities exist for Anbaric to offer support. One example of an opportunity for proactive cooperation with First Nations is with the Community Readiness Assessment Tool that the ESTT has developed for First Nations to use to assess gaps in their ability to participate in the EA process. This is a tool that the Proponent could support for implementation for all potentially affected First Nations along the transmission line route and account for the time required to complete this assessment and address any gaps identified before initiating the EA process.

Major Projects Assessment Standard
We understand that the Major Projects Assessment Standard provides principles, criteria, and other guidance and expectations for major project environmental assessments. The document is intended as a checklist for use by FNMPC member First Nations to ensure their environmental standards are met. The opportunity exists for the Proponent to incorporate this checklist over the course of the development of their EAC application.

Municipal
The transmission line will likely cross several municipalities, each with their own bylaws. These bylaws may cover erosion and sediment control, tree removal, official community plans, etc. Determination of applicable municipal legislation requires further study.

---

Archeology
An assessment of potential impacts of the project on archaeological (heritage) resources will need to be included in the EA. This will require baseline surveys, and archaeological assessments. Applicable legislation outside of the EA process is the Heritage Conservation Act (HCA). Under the HCA a permit is required to excavate or alter a provincial heritage site and to remove, move, or alter heritage objects from it. This Act would require studies to determine if heritage sites are present in the proposed transmission line ROW, and then permitting if sites are present and would need to be removed, moved, or altered for construction of the project.

Schedule
The GANTT chart in Appendix C gives an overview of the environmental permitting schedule. With recent BC Hydro transmission builds as a guide, it can be anticipated that major permitting work will take roughly three years from submission to receipt of required permits.

Environmental impacts
Potential environmental effects of the project that will need to be considered include, but are not limited to, changes to the following items (both on a project specific and a cumulative scale):

- fish habitat;
- migratory bird habitat;
- raptor habitat;
- vegetation and wildlife species at risk and their critical habitat;
- mammal habitat;
- wetland communities;
- ecological communities at risk;
- old growth forest;
- hydrology;
- land and resource use;
- traditional land and resource use;
- heritage sites (archaeology);
- greenhouse gas emissions;
- air quality, and;
- human and ecological health.

The EA process can be expected to be 2-4 years in length from start to finish. A great deal of up-front effort will be required to create more predictability for the timing and execution of this effort. Co-location of the Project in existing rights-of-way will also help advance this timeline. As noted above, it is hoped that the MPC Environmental Stewardship Framework and Major Projects Assessment Standards processes can also assist with expediting the permitting work. The proposed federal Bill C-69, and the question over whether it will be introduced prior to the October 2019 election, creates some risks as well. Still, it is not expected that the possible
change in legislation will have a major effect on the Project – the most pressing development challenge from an environmental standpoint remains the permitting timeline.

Social, Political, and Legal Overview

This section reviews social, political and legal considerations, highlights associated risks and proposes areas for future study and discussion between Anbaric, MPC, and First Nations.

Social acceptability
Anbaric has been involved in discussions with First Nations via the MPC since January of 2018, with a goal of collaborating to develop projects that benefit the economy and environment of British Columbia. In November of 2018, Anbaric was invited to submit a proposal for the co-development of a bulk transmission line to Kitimat from Prince George, resulting in this report. The Project would be a vital infrastructure link that would enable the trade of renewable electricity. Despite some social and political controversy over the development of BC’s natural gas resources, the export of LNG to foreign markets is expected to help reduce global greenhouse gas emissions, especially if upstream and liquefaction facilities are deeply electrified. The Regional Electricity Cooperation and Strategic Infrastructure Initiative (“RECSI”) conducted by NRCan in 2017-2018 “found significant potential for GHG reduction from electrification of these [natural gas] projects.”

Equity participation
The Project Communities wish to engage in the co-development of the Project including equity participation in its financing. Such opportunities are enabled by the various financial institutions enumerated above, and Anbaric believes these arrangements can enable the development of projects.

Project governance
As written above, the Proponent will structure the company to maximize the benefits of local, regional, provincial and national regulatory, tax and funding regimes and funding programs. This will involve various structures where equity roles and project development roles and responsibilities are clearly laid out. Ultimately, any resulting partnership needs a clear governance structure set up by the Project Communities. Clear guidelines are needed which help delineate which First Nations entities will be Project Communities, or serve as equity, decision-making partners in the development effort.

---

Political considerations

Political risk assessment
The current BC political arena is very friendly to the co-development of the Project. The development of the LNG industry has widespread political support. The Project meets the requirements of a mixture of policy imperatives for both the ruling New Democratic Party and the opposition Liberal Party. The Green Party, while a small minority in the BC legislature, is not projected to deter the development of the Project—a renewable energy asset that can outlive pipeline infrastructure. Furthermore, the pursuit of reconciliation with Indigenous peoples, enabling the long-term trade and development of renewable energy resources, and the strengthening of western Canadian gas markets are all in the national interest of Canada. It is anticipated that BC Hydro will not hinder the development of the Project because of the widespread support for the issues above by its shareholder, the Government of British Columbia.

Legal requirements

BC Hydro
BC Hydro has the right to supply power, including the development and operation of transmission facilities, in BC.\textsuperscript{53} The right is not exclusive to BC Hydro. Fortis BC owns a high-voltage electricity transmission system and utility business over a wide service area in southern BC.\textsuperscript{54} As noted above, BC Hydro Tariffs 87 and 88 allow for third-party development and ownership of transmission assets, although the tariff only applies in scenarios where one customer is being fed by the facility. This poses challenges that will need to be addressed via regulatory changes if the Proponent proposes to deliver power to more than one customer. As noted above, there is strong reason to believe there will be political support to allow a third-party to develop and own this asset. This is where new regulations enabling the development of First Nations utilities would be crucial.

BCUC Regulation
The Project will be regulated by the BC Utilities Commission on a basis of economic regulation. It can be expected that any administration will, via an order in council, direct the BC Utilities Commission to review the project. This will involve public hearings and necessitate rate impact studies.

\textsuperscript{53} “Hydro and Power Authority Act” [RSBC 1996] CHAPTER 212, at s12(1.1a), BCLaws, \url{http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96212_01#section2}.
\textsuperscript{54} “Our Service Areas”, Fortis BC, \url{https://www.fortisbc.com/about-us/our-service-areas}.
First Nations law and customs

Role of MPC
The MPC will act as a facilitating body to move the project through to development. Upon the formation and staffing of a special purpose vehicle transmission corporation, the MPC is expected to step away from the development process. This could take 1-2 years, even if development moves at a fast pace. The Proponent may continue to work with the MPC in other fashions based on future considerations.

Involvement of elected and hereditary chiefs
The lack of engagement of hereditary chiefs in BC has caused controversy for the development of projects in the province. MPC’s membership is inclusive of elected and hereditary leaders, and MPC recognizes the importance of engaging both hereditary chiefs and elected bodies and will work to ensure that an inclusive development strategy is deployed. The Project Communities will need to work on this unique governance issue in order to ensure a positive outcome for the Project.

Summary social, political and legal case and key questions for future study/consideration
There is a legal and political pathway to develop the Project in BC. Special attention will have to be paid to the Project’s governance structure, and how new/other Project Communities are selected to join the development consortium – with a special focus paid to the matter of engagement of hereditary chiefs. Secondarily, the Proponent will need a positive signal from government to continue development, including a better understanding of the legal standing of third-party developers, considering that tariffs 87 and 88 only contemplate transmission assets that feed a single customer. An order-in-council or regulatory changes may be necessary to pursue the development of this project.

OTHER ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

This report is focused on how First Nations could be infrastructure owners in BC’s electricity transmission infrastructure. It is important to note that BC First Nations have told MPC that they have additional interests in participating in other parts of the provincial electricity sector. For the sake of brevity, the following issues are noted for future studies.

Past the Meter
While generation, transmission and distribution make up the supply side of the electric power system, there is also growing interest among First Nations to participate in the commercial opportunities that happen ‘past the meter’. Past the meter is a broad term which refers to what happens on the energy user's side of the meter which measures their electricity consumption. It includes battery storage, micro-generation using solar, wind or micro-hydro, demand
management technologies, and other uses.\textsuperscript{55} These projects are likely to be increasingly important to the BC energy system.

**Wheeling Rates and Pricing Policies**
Wheeling is the transportation of electricity from a generation site to an end user via another company or power authority’s transmission lines at a competitive rate.\textsuperscript{56} Wheeling allows a First Nation-owned generation facility to deliver electricity to a customer elsewhere using BC Hydro transmission lines. BC Hydro’s wheeling rates and pricing policies are of interest to First Nations.

**First Nations Energy Exports to U.S. Tribes or other U.S. Customers**
While researching Part I of this report, MPC contacted a number of U.S. tribal-owned electric utilities and tribal electric sector industry associations. In the U.S., tribal-owned utilities trade energy across states to service their respective customers. The U.S. tribes expressed interest in the possibility of B.C. First Nations supplying power for use by their utilities and/or direct sales to customers in the Western U.S.

**Provincial and/or Regional First Nation Utility Regulation or Agency**
On April 30, 2020, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) issued its *Final Report for the Inquiry into the Regulation of Indigenous Energy Utilities*\textsuperscript{57} to the Minister responsible for the *Hydro and Power Authority Act*. Numerous BC First Nations and organizations (including MPC) participated in the BCUC Inquiry. BC First Nations remain interested in the recommendations contained in the report, and the response of the Minister.

**Traditional Territories vs. Reserve-based Operating Areas**
BC First Nations – for the most part – are unceded territories and consider their interests to be on the traditional land base, not the federally imposed Indian reserves. As BC moves to towards implementing UNDRIP, the issue of a shared or overlapping jurisdictions must be addressed.


Revenue Sharing Distribution to First Nations
While the Kitimat Transmission Line outlined in this report has a sharing formula in place for the impacted 16 First Nations, there is a need for a province-wide agreement for how to involve all First Nations in BC’s electricity sector wealth generation.

Indigenous Access to Capital
It would be in the interests of BC First Nations and the BC Government to implement an Indigenous loan guarantee mechanism similar to the Ontario Financing Authority’s *Ontario Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program*.58 A BC version of this program would allow First Nations to secure financing at more favourable rates to invest in major projects.

CONCLUSION
The Kitimat Transmission Line is a compelling case-study, because it already has strong interest from the impacted First Nations, follows proven private sector financing models, and avoids the complexity of a rebuild or expansion of the existing BC Hydro transmission line.

Whereas a rebuilding of the existing line by BC Hydro would require lengthy consultations, hearings, reviews and approvals, an additional “dedicated” Kitimat Transmission Line can be approved relatively quickly. As such, it affords four important principles to consider for Indigenous-owned infrastructure projects moving forward:

- Case-specific solutions can be easier to implement – The Kitimat Transmission Line addresses the unique local needs of the LNG industry, by leveraging an existing transmission-line corridor, in a way that meets the unique interests of the First Nations in the region. Problem-solving is often easier when focusing on the specific versus the abstract.
- Leverage existing assets and agreements – It is often easier to resolve questions of scope, revenue-sharing and governance within First Nations when those communities have already considered and agreed on those questions in other projects.
- Indigenous access to capital – In order to replicate the existing successful Indigenous-owned infrastructure models highlighted in this report, a BC Indigenous loan guarantee program similar to the Ontario Financing Authority’s *Ontario Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program*59 should be initiated by BC.
- Value for the BC taxpayer and ratepayer – First Nations as infrastructure partners could reduce the need for BC Hydro to assume public debt for transmission projects.

58 Ontario Financing Authority, Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program, [https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/](https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/)

59 Ontario Financing Authority, Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program, [https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/](https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/)
More important, the Kitimat Transmission Line highlights the mutually-beneficial opportunity for First Nations to be directly involved in enabling the Province of BC’s economic agenda.

Indigenous people want to be involved in energy generation, transmission and distribution projects provided that the risks and benefits are shared in mutually acceptable manner. Indigenous people worldwide are actively pursuing and participating in similar electricity infrastructure projects. Other Canadian provinces are showing how this vision can be enabled.

The Province of BC has an opportunity to assume a global leadership role in driving infrastructure ownership opportunities for Indigenous peoples. The template exists. The desire of First Nations is real. The capital is available. The commitment of government, business, investors, and lenders is growing.

As this paper highlights, the Province’s vision of prosperity and opportunity for all will only be achieved when Indigenous peoples are fully included and active participants in the provincial economy.
APPENDIX A – SELECTED INDIGENOUS CAPITAL ACCESS INSTRUMENTS

Fort McKay East Tank Farm Development: A Case Study on Bonds

The East Tank Farm Development is a bitumen storage, blending, and cooling facility operated by Suncor in the Wood Buffalo region of Alberta. The Fort McKay First Nation (FMFN) owns 34.3% of the project, while the Mikisew Cree First Nation own 14.7% for a total of 49% ownership by First Nations. In order to purchase the equity from Suncor, the First Nations financed a $545 million bond issue, which was led by the Royal Bank of Canada’s Capital Markets division and completed in November of 2017.

Security for the bonds is “provided not by FMFN’s other business assets, but by the bitumen that three major producers are contractually obliged to provide for the next 25 years.” This refers to the “take or pay” contracts which guarantee cash flows and create an extremely dependable income for the investment, an environment which is suitable to long-term, low-risk investment vehicles like bonds. The bond has a coupon rate of 4.14%, and is due in 2041. It was the largest business investment by a First Nation entity in Canada, and the bond issue was oversubscribed by three times, which shows a strong interest in this style of financing. A large part of the success of this deal was the steady cash flow generated by terminal fees, which were cited by DBRS Ltd. as prominent reasons to give the bond issue a high credit rating of triple-B. Another important factor was the long-standing relationship of trust and respect between the CEO of Suncor and the respective chiefs of the FMFN and the Mikisew Cree First Nation.

---

Ontario Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program

Due to the lack of credit history for many First Nations, the cost of borrowing can greatly exceed the rate of return on a major project. In order to decrease the risk, and secure more favourable rates for First Nations, the Ontario Government created the *Ontario Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program* (ALGP) in 2009.

From the Program website:

- The $650 million [Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program](#) supports Aboriginal participation in renewable green energy infrastructure in Ontario including transmission projects and wind, solar and hydroelectric generation projects.
- The program provides a Provincial guarantee for a loan to an Aboriginal corporation to purchase up to 75 per cent of an Aboriginal corporation's equity in an eligible project, to a maximum of $50 million.
- By participating in eligible renewable energy projects, First Nation and Métis communities can benefit from jobs and training as projects are developed and from dividends once projects come into service.
- Loan guarantees are provided under the program no earlier than at the point of financial close for the project, after regulatory approvals are in place and at the same time, or after, all other financing is put in place.
- The Ontario Financing Authority (OFA) administers the program on behalf of the Province.
- The ALGP requires a sufficient level of due diligence in order to satisfy eligibility criteria and to draft the required underlying legal agreements. The applicant is required to obtain financial and legal advice, and may incur costs passed on from the lender. The OFA and the Province will not be responsible for any costs and/or expenses incurred by the applicant related to the ALGP application and review process, and the applicant will not be able to recover any such costs or expenses from the ALGP. As the scale of these costs is similar, regardless of the size of the application, a small application may not be cost-efficient. The ALGP is better suited for applications greater than $5 million.
- The Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program is a discretionary, non-entitlement program. Any decision to provide a loan guarantee will be at the sole and absolute option of the Province. This means that even if an application meets the program objectives and criteria, the Province is under no obligation to provide a guarantee. Assistance in the form of loan guarantees is limited.

---


66 *Overview of the Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program (ALGP)*. Ontario Financing Authority, [www.ofina.on.ca/algp/program/overview.htm](www.ofina.on.ca/algp/program/overview.htm).
**APPENDIX B – KITIMAT TRANSMISSION LINE FIRST NATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haisla Nation</td>
<td>500 Gitksan Ave. Haisla PO Box 1101 Kitamaat Village, B.C. V0T 2B0</td>
<td>~1700 (~50% in Kitimat)</td>
<td><a href="https://haisla.ca/">https://haisla.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitselas First Nation</td>
<td>2225 Gitaus Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G 0A9</td>
<td>~700</td>
<td><a href="https://kitselas.com/">https://kitselas.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax Kw’alaams Band</td>
<td>206 Shashaak Street Lax Kw’alaams, B.C. V0V 1H0</td>
<td>~3800</td>
<td><a href="http://laxkwalaams.ca/">http://laxkwalaams.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lheidli T’enneh First Nation</td>
<td>1041 Whenun Road Prince George, BC V2K 5X8</td>
<td>~450</td>
<td><a href="https://www.lheidli.ca/">https://www.lheidli.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLeod Lake Indian Band</td>
<td>Main Administrative Office General Delivery McLeod Lake, BC V0J 2G0</td>
<td>~515</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mlib.ca/">https://www.mlib.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla First Nation</td>
<td>PO Box 459 Prince Rupert, BC V8J 3R2</td>
<td>~800</td>
<td><a href="http://www.metlakatla.ca/">http://www.metlakatla.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moricetown Indian Band</td>
<td>#3-205 Beaver Road, Witset, BC</td>
<td>~1790</td>
<td><a href="https://www.witset.ca/">https://www.witset.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadleh Whut’en First Nation</td>
<td>PO Box 36 Fort Fraser, BC V0J 1N0</td>
<td>~560</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nadleh.ca/">http://www.nadleh.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nak’azdli First Nation</td>
<td>PO Box 1329 101 Kwah Road East Fort St. James, BC V0J 1P0</td>
<td>~2000</td>
<td><a href="https://nakazdli.wpcomstaging.com/">https://nakazdli.wpcomstaging.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saik’uz First Nation</td>
<td>135 Joseph St Vanderhoof, British Columbia V0J 3A1</td>
<td>~1000</td>
<td><a href="https://www.saikuz.com/">https://www.saikuz.com/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Indigenous Ownership of Electric Transmission Lines: A Case Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Nation</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stellat’en First Nation</td>
<td>Stella Road, P.O. Box 760 Fraser Lake, BC V0J 1S0</td>
<td>~550</td>
<td><a href="http://www.stellaten.ca/">http://www.stellaten.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ts’il Kaz Koh First Nation (Burns Lake Indian Band)</td>
<td>653 West Hwy 16 Bag 9000 Burns Lake, BC V0J 1E0</td>
<td>~130</td>
<td><a href="http://www.burnslakeband.ca/">http://www.burnslakeband.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Moberly First Nations</td>
<td>Box 90 Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0</td>
<td>~305</td>
<td><a href="http://www.westmo.org/">http://www.westmo.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet’suwet’en First Nation</td>
<td>205 Beaver Road, Suite #1 Smithers B.C. V0J 2N1</td>
<td>~240</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wetsuweten.com/">http://www.wetsuweten.com/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C – KITIMAT TRANSMISSION LINE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT GANTT CHART